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VI 
Abstract 
The article holds that the power of the teaching materials is immeasurable, the 
set of the poetry model or poetry example in the teaching materials play a crucial role 
in forming the aesthetic taste of readers. From that perspective, the author organizes 
the poetry in the middle school teaching materials. Through lots of data, to show the 
actuality of the new poetry’s education and open out the deficiencies and the 
challenges of the new poetry’s education. 
Introduction: This article mainly presents the creation of the poetry and the 
plight of the reader acceptance. Recalling the debate about poetry education in the 
middle school, This article introduces the scope of investigation and research subjects 
for the poetry.  
    Chapter I: By summarizing the data in the period of a program a version. Open 
out in the long nearly half a century, a few poems monopoly poetry education. Poetry 
education, an important part of the new folk song in the main creation, content and 
standards of non-conventional change and the allied of the political centralization and 
folk aesthetics, has the great impact on the readers’ acceptance and the aesthetic taste.  
Chapter II: By the data conclusion of the more than one version period of 
teaching materials, the article explains the classical poems in poetry shadow under the 
marginalized limitations. Open out “An aesthetic standard under the new poetry 
education ”- “More than one version”. Through the texts analyzed , on the one 
hand ,They like to choose the style of the poetry with“ concinnity artistic conception” 
and “delicacy tongue ”. On  the other hand ,in teaching practice ,they  pay 
attention to to elucidatory “the anamnesis meaning ”of the poetry .In this date, the 
poetry are affluent in different kinds, but this still can’t cover up the singleness of the 
aesthetic standard and the poetry taste. 
Conclusions: Poetry in education reveals the “double loss”, “double imperfect”. 
The “double loss”: one is the loss of the abundance in history, and the other one is the 
loss of the abundance in praxis. “Double imperfect”: First, “One kind of political 
discourse under the new poetry education” in the “A program a version ”date ; 















than one version”date. So the new  Poetry ‘s education face a big problem ,this 
problem bring forward the deficiencies and the challenges of the new poetry’s 
education. So we must consider such questions as following :  First ,Is the Poetry 
must pay attention to the “artistic conception”?  Second , Is the Poetry must have the 
“delicacy form”? Third, Is the Poetry must “say ideal” or “express one's emotion”. 
Thinking these problems and make some choose is the way to resolve the puzzle . 
Without question, this is a long way , but wake up to these problems and active to 
think some ways to resolve the puzzle, it is really a availability step. 
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